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REPSRENCEs	 HRLI USG

1. 14 recogmised the urgency of a desist= en Calla= whit.
was oaths spot to start immediate OA training,	 the situation is now badly
confused by several restores

a. the crack about
point. lhatwe need, of course,
be fully self-supporting under
to paneled* his being
radio training to UAL,

tout nissesthe
en. that OAMIBABB will
tuabienintll be likely
he could not put his

be BOP for *my PASTIMB
proposal, but espe l	 operators, 42k00 their siteatime will
govern the	 etc. I hope by this time you will
haws pouched	 1 forms on OASIBADR, as reqmostod
in BABB 6660„ s	 ttl• about what he is doinger. ____
would be likely	 t about the statemeat in MOB.444496.

lathe event	 would probably be oonsidereCtit
for military or	 Ample? 'Bees it still seem either that he
would be assigned to	 work/ Incidentally. woo d also be glad to get- (6-7
the monthly PASTIER re 	 promisid in KAPOK 1-266 of 16 September 1944 it

d greatly facilitate our answers to cables like KARL 65117.

b. It was surprising news here that CAXIBADR had bosa in contact
th the Russians as reeentlyse August 1948. The lest previous mention of
Basilian contact lathe files here dates fro* October 1947 (BSO/Ope/ITS).

were no subsequent reports with details as to continued sentaot.with
neaten case *Moors, although the project foram of January and June 1946

continued to, list Russian lose officers among his targets. this absence of
information and the statement in 1I2.L..2496, that a eospletelynew•expleitaties
had booms desirable led us to sesame that all suoh contacts had petered out,
tooluding the fantastic and unproductive busing., of the notional-Mr. ISM
Renoe the conclusion in Magp4.4219 of 22'becomber 1946 that so for e.g we knew i i
CAldISADR had not been a double agentuinoe October 1947; the arrive' ..? 1101■1-
1219 .should have been a signal for immediately setting us stratight. I:7	 :1
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o. Now comes C	 MK-A-5897 of 26 January 1949, which

mentions in passing that in spite of the satisfactory CARRIAGE test on
CANIS/DE in September, it was decided on other grounds not to give him
the (radio' 4'" .4 ^4nge la Of course your later cables supersede this informa-
tion, and 1 nay have been misinformed, but it is one more suggestion
that IBM has not been kept up to date on the case.

2. Where 'do we stand? Toe reintroduction of the DA eagle now holds
up decision on the radio training, until the whole thing is spelled out. .
As I wrote before, the organisation has no blanket policy prohibiting the
use of all double agents in W/T work; but you and we dm need an unusually
clear idea of what the DA-WA combination could accomplish, and whether
CA11111/161 is the man for the job. The vanished PREGNANT, the Keystone comedy
of the notional WEBB shadowboxing with the notional MOLLS * the notional
AIMANDIR, and then the long silence may not be to CANISADN'3 discredit, but
they don't arouse confidence in CAXIBADE as • long-range, high-level, produo-
tive DA. Whether the unknown ROSTOVINT is the needed spark we don't know,
but it some to us that we are not justified in going on with both the DA

- handling and the WiT training together. Maybe later, but only if this biomes
a DI. MAO of really outstanding possibilities. When we thought the DA aspect
was finished, we were interested in CANISADE as one more reliable radio link
for Berlin operations in general, but that would be impossible if the DA work
were to continue, in which event his 10 would be of value to no other case
than his ownpme our training facilities are too limited to tie then up in a
single one-ean ease =less it is an exceptionally good one.

3. lies* reservations about CANIIIADE shouldn't be taken as lack of
support for your	 in DU, which is welcomed here. I imagine
what has souredt,	 and 	 on Berlin's experience with DAs is that all -
our posiwar Die together haven't prodmood as much strategic sad tactical
i-•---.m;ion on the RIB as one interrogation session with • defector like

or 0,	 But the fact that we've had no outstanding DA. oases in
Berlin doesn't make that point conclusive, and besides we haven't concentrated
on the other purposes for which DAs are useful--deception, for instance. I
discussed the DA passage from your interesting KGB-A-3055 with the expert you
mention, who practises a long essay on DA-handling for the field which I think
will stimulate imaginations and kindle the old 1-2 fervor rather generally;
the other day he told ate it was nearly ready to go out. Of course I'll discuss
all the German cases with him as much as we can make time for, but if that is
to do any good it will have to be backed up by brilliant but painfully thorough
agent control work by every ease officer involved.	 take up CAMINADE with
him in detail as soon as we're fully informed ourselves; at the moment it
wouldg	 Loh little, for he would naturally ask a score of questions on
the b	 ill' the case which our present file can't answer.A:0)4-

ibex., the confusion and misunderstanding which have grown up
e prima argent in favor of • detailed monthly progress
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